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After the opening, each proposal will be assessed first on meeting of the technical requirements and 
subsequently on its price. The proposal with the best overall value, composed of technical merit and 
price, will be recommended for approval. UNICEF will set up an evaluation panel composed of 
technical UNICEF staff.  
The evaluation panel will first evaluate each response for compliance with the requirements of this 
RFP.  Responses deemed not to meet all of the mandatory requirements will be considered non-
compliant and rejected at this stage without further consideration.  Failure to comply with any of the 
terms and conditions contained in this RFP, including provision of all required information, may result 
in a response or proposal being disqualified from further consideration. 
 
The proposals will be evaluated against the following: 
Total Technical and Financial Proposals     100 Pts 
 
1) Technical Evaluation - 60% 
The technical evaluation criteria will be based a 60% (60p) from the total of 100% (100p), respecting 
the following requirements: 
 

CATEGORY POINTS 
Technical Criteria 60 

1) Company overall experience and expertise 
- Completeness of response (2 max);  

2 
 

2) Experience of experts of the team of consultants or company  
- Minimum 5 years of experience in (6 max): 

 in implementing or administering IT systems  
 in technical architecture definition 
 in integration of a system/an application with other systems 
 in developing and configuring IT systems 

- Participation in at least one implementation of an IT system used nationwide 
in the role of System Administrator, Solution/System Architect or Business 
Architect (8 max) 

- At least 5 years of experience in using, implementing, and managing Cloud 
technologies (7 max) 

- At least 5 years of experience in interacting with end users (3 max) 
- Educational qualification - min. bachelor in IT or related science (2 max) 
- Proficient in English and Romanian languages (2 max). 
 

: Additional points will be assigned for (5 max.): 

- Previous experience in implementing Primero or other apps/ platforms in the 
benefit of children’s welfare  

- Experience in documenting business users’ requirements 
- Experience in deploying and supporting IT systems in cloud environment. 

33 

3) Proposed Methodology  
-      Proposed plan and specific methodologies for the implementation of required    
       tasks (15 max): 
- Strong analytical and conceptual thinking in development of the plan/ 

methodologies (5 max) 
- Clarity and feasibility of the detailed work plan/schedule of activities, including 

availability for work within the proposed time frame (5 max). 

25 

Only Proposals which receive a minimum of 40 points will be considered further 



(opening of the Financial Proposal envelope). 
 

2) Financial Proposals - 40% 

 
The financial proposal will be based at 40% from the total of 100% 
 
The total amount of points allocated for the price component is 40p. The maximum number of points 
will be allotted to the lowest price proposal that is opened and compared among those invited 
firms/institutions which obtain the threshold points in the evaluation of the technical component.   
 
All other price proposals will receive points in inverse proportion to the lowest price: 
 
                           Max. Score for price proposal * Price of lowest priced proposal 
Score for price proposal X =  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Price of proposal X 
 
  
Example:  Price of lowest priced proposal= 800   //   Price of proposal X= 1000        
         
                   Max. Score for price proposal (40) * Price of lowest priced proposal (800) 
Score for price proposal X =      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     = 32 
     Price of proposal X (1000) 

 

UNICEF will award the contract to the vendor whose response is of high quality, clear and meets the 
projects goals. 
 
The price/cost of each of the technically compliant proposals shall be considered only upon evaluation 
of the above technical criteria.  
 
The bidders should ensure that all pricing information is provided in accordance with the following: 

• The currency of the proposal shall be in USD (United States Dollar) and RON (New 
Romanian Lei), exclude VAT. Invoicing will be in the currency of the signed contract.  
 

• Please submit your Financial Offer in the format Price per day/expert (also details all the 
experts/specialists of the team that would work for UNICEF). 
 

• The payment schedule – monthly reports 
 
 
The Proposal(s) achieving the highest combined technical and financial score will be awarded the 
contract(s). 


